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Leeds, CA, May 13, 2020 /MarketersMedia/ - Has one of the most exciting technology trends happening today - 3D Printing. The best companies and brands in the world are beginning to use it to bring their products to life. New Report from Ziff Davis' Hot Products [BULLSEYE] 3D Printing: A Hot Trend. 3D printed products are hitting the market in a big way. But this doesn't
mean that the 3D printing market is growing. It means that the industry is growing fast. From technology to price to applications, we found the latest news and trends today. Visit the Hot Products Event landing page. 3D printing offers the promise of practically limitless customization for your products, yet few brands are ready to make the move. Why? Because it's hard.
With a raft of technology challenges to overcome, 3D printing still requires a massive commitment to get there. Yet the technology continues to attract an army of businesses. Maybe all that hard work is finally paying off. In 2019, 3D printing became a $2.2 billion industry, according to the report. That's up from $2.1 billion in 2018, and a far cry from when the original 3D
printer was invented in the 1980s. 3D printing is no longer an outlier that brands ignore. Those that embrace the technology now have three big opportunities: Produce things more quickly, personalize products more precisely, and become an early mover in a new industry. The growth in 3D printing has seen "democratization of manufacturing for good and bad. It reduces
the high cost of manufacturing and reshuffles the playing field in terms of potential distribution channels. But the technology remains, for now, relatively hard to use and expensive for the typical consumer," said Ziff Davis technology analyst Justin Schell in an email to us. 3D Printing: A Hot Trend. 3D printing is now a mainstream trend in the business world. Whether the

growth in consumer 3D printing is leading to a healthier economy, increased specialization, and a wider range of potential products and uses remains to be seen. Yet any consumer with a smartphone has easy access to the technology. At the time of writing, printing services like Shapes and 3D Hubs are estimating that the 3D printing industry will reach $25 billion in 2021.
If you're a brand looking to jump onto the 3D printing bandwagon, now is the time. Here 0cc13bf012
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